(hope seeking understanding), as Jürgen Moltmann has put it. 4 The Christian confronting evil is not only to trust God that what he has done and promised in Christ is yes and amen, but also to live out in the present the glorious hope that will be ours in the new heavens and earth.
I would argue that biblically-informed philosophical reasoning about evil does have its place-and perhaps Wright could have included some relevant insights from Christian philosophers such as Alvin Plantinga, Paul K. Moser, or Peter van Inwagen, 5 whose reflections on evil are informed by theological/biblical themes such as the suffering God, the epistemological role of faith, the story of the prodigal son, or the insights (in connection to divine hiddenness) offered by the complementary passages of Luke 16:31 and John 20:29. 6 Wright's book is much concerned both with what Scripture says (or does not say) about this troubling subject and with the ready implications of evil. Evil is, after all (to quote G. K. Chesterton), "a fact as practical as potatoes."
7 Thus, the many sharp edges to "the problem of evil" strongly suggest that it "isn't simply a philosopher's puzzle, but a reality which stalks our streets and damages people's lives, homes and property" (149). Wright is not searching for some "intellectually satisfying answer" to the roots of evil; rather, he seeks to discover ways in which the future healing, restorative justice of God can be brought to bear upon the present world in human lives and societies (150).
As part of this task, Wright addresses the new problem of evil: (a) we ignore evil when it does not hit us in the face; (b) we are surprised by evil when it does; and (c) we react in immature and dangerous ways as a result (24). These naïve reactions may involve dividing up the sides between good (us) and evil (them) or thinking we can make evil go away by using our smart bombs on terrorists and other enemies before they use their dirty bombs on us.
I am grateful for Wright's not shrinking back from discussing the satanic/demonic as he addresses the matter of evil. In fact, he takes the Christus victor motif as the central thrust of Jesus's atoning work. Although periodically mentioned by Christian philosophers of religion, the demonic is allowed surprisingly little air time by Christian philosophers in their treatment of "the problem of evil." One of the bold examples of how this can be done is Princeton's (formerly Aberdeen's) Gordon Graham in his Evil and Christian Ethics. This work (which, incidentally, expresses indebtedness to Wright's work on the historical Jesus) fruitfully explores the remarkable explanatory power of the demonic. 8 Graham's attempt is truly an insightful, penetrating, and useful explanatory alternative to the trite-sounding, superficial secular therapeutic accounts that reduce evil to "abnormality," "dysfunction," "maladjustment," and the "statistically-deviant." This malady of modernity is what Philip Rieff calls "the triumph of the therapeutic." 9 Wright appropriates Susan Neiman's well-executed study in which the philosophical discussion of evil in the modern era, from the Lisbon earthquake (1755) onward, provides a grid or framework to better understand what has been going on in Western philosophy for centuries. 10 Neiman is surely on to something. The literature on "the problem of evil" is immense and growing, and this topic helps serve as an organizing theme for modern philosophy. In his edited book on evil, Daniel Howard-Snyder points out that over 4,200 philosophical and theological books and articles on the topic of evil appeared between 1960 and 1990 alone-that is, one publication every two-and-a-half days on the subject.
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The multifaceted and baffling subject of evil is not being ignored, and we can welcome Wright's contribution to the ongoing conversation. J. P. Moreland's endorsement that Evil and the Justice of God "should be the first work consulted by Christian philosophers and theologians working on the problem of evil" is certainly excellent advice, and given my sympathies with Wright's book, any critical comments will be of a minor sort.
Some (Fairly Minor) Responses to Wright
In this, the latter part of my paper, I want to address rather briefly certain questions Wright's book raises: (1) Evil as absence or privation; (2) 
Abstractions and Privations
I appreciate Wright's modesty as he handles an array of difficult and often contentious issues. He is cautious in his theorizing about evil, desiring not to go beyond what the biblical text warrants. For example, he observes that "theories of the atonement are all, in themselves, abstractions from the real events, and . . . the events, the flesh-and-blood, time-and-space happenings, are a reality which the theories are trying to understand but cannot replace" (94). In the tradition of Aquinas (and, we can hasten to add, his predecessor Augustine), Wright does affirm the theological inference of evil as "the absence or deprivation" of good (113)-that is, "the moral and spiritual equivalent of a black hole" (113)-or even a pothole in the road.
Evil as privation is indeed a description with much explanatory power and punch.
12 Perhaps, however, we could quibble with the notion of evil as "absence" or negation. It may not be worth getting too technical here. I think it is legitimate to note at least that not every negation or absence is evil. Humans, for instance, do not have wings or antennae or exceptional nocturnal vision. The crucial point comes when there is a negation that is due something-for example, blindness or deafness in human beings. This is indeed a privation though not strictly an absence.
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That said, Wright appropriately affirms the long-standing Christian repudiation of Manichean notions that evil is a substance or thing in itself. The concept of evil, then, as deprivation or corruption of God's good creation yields fruitful theological insights: (a) that the black-and-white "they're evil-we're good" categorizations are not only facile, but dangerous; (b) that evil powers exist only insofar as they are sustained in being and are permitted by God to do their worst; (c) that evil will not ultimately have the upper hand since goodness is (onto)logically-indeed chronologically-prior to evil; (d) and that God's way of dealing with evil in creation is not to destroy but to redeem and renew through the cross. 14. Ibid.
Reality Check
I truly appreciate Wright's constant repudiation of the gnostic/docetic tendencies of popular Christian theology and hymnody. In his literally down-to-earth affirmations, he highlights (to name just a few items) (a) the goodness of the physical world God has created, (b) God's activity in the particularities of history involving God's flesh-and-blood image-bearers, (c) the awkward, unusual, unnatural dislocation of the soul in a postmortem intermediate-not final-state, (d) the redemption and immortalization of humans through a transformed physicality (life after life after death), and (e) the Christian hope of the gospel that is world-engaging and incarnational rather than world-avoiding and separatist.
Wright correctly reminds us the ultimate "future world" is not "a world of disembodied spirits, or of cherubs on clouds, or of a Platonic 'Isles of the Blessed' where the righteous get to talk philosophy all day." He then adds, "It's all much more solid, much more real, than that" (115); this future world will be "more physical, more solid, more utterly real . . ." (116).
I know and appreciate what Wright is driving at-an affirmation of the goodness of the robust transformed physicality of the new creation, in sharp contrast to the wispy, ethereal eschatology held by many Platonized/gnosticized Christians all around us. Indeed, C. S. Lewis illustrates Wright's point brilliantly in The Great Divorce.
I am confident that Wright is not adopting a Hobbesian 15 or Latter Day Saint metaphysic-namely, that all reality is physical, including God. He would not agree, for instance, with the following LDS claims: "There is no such thing as immaterial matter. All spirit is matter, but it is more fine or pure, and can only be discerned with purer eyes" (Doctrine and Covenants 131:7); and, in Orson Pratt's words, "mind is extended material substance." of the genuine physicality of the new heavens and new earth, but the future world (115) does include God's dwelling with his people. Though the manifestation of God's tabernacling in the midst of his people will be glorious and his reality will become immediately apparent, this does not imply that God himself becomes "more utterly real" or "more solid." Perhaps Wright thinks I am reading a bit too much into such phrases as "more physical, more solid, more utterly real," but I thought I would at least raise the point.
Transformed Animality?
While Wright's book does not directly address the matter of animal suffering, he refers to death-"the corruption and decay of the good creation, and of humans who bear God's image"-as the "ultimate blasphemy" and "the great intruder" (116) that will one day be defeated. Presumably, he is referring to human death (which is what Romans 5:12 suggests), but I would be pleased to see in his writings what perspective he takes on the relationship of animal death and suffering to the Fall. Animal death and the extinction of species before the appearance of humans are well-attested and thus taken for granted within the scientific community, and plenty of theologians and biblical scholars take this view as well.
What is more, Scripture takes a prelapsarian carnivorosity for granted. Though Genesis 1 (perhaps for aesthetic and stylistic reasons) 19 excludes mention of a food chain, the Scriptures elsewhere certainly suggest it. The latter chapters of Job and Psalm 104, a creation psalm, suggest that nature's redness in tooth and claw is built into God's good creation: "young lions roar after their prey" and "seek their food from God," and all animals "expire" and "return to their dust" (Ps. 10:21, 29); in this good creation, mountain goats give birth to their young with labor pains (Job 39:3), ostriches abandon their eggs (39:14), hawks gather blood-covered, meaty morsels for their nestlings (39:29-30), and Leviathan is a fierce, unsubduable creature (Job 41). All of this is part of a wise, powerful God's wild and wonderful creation. John Goldingay comments:
Genesis's readers know that the animal world does not live in harmony but lives on the basis of dog eat dog. Genesis 1 implies that this is not God's intention, but neither is it simply the result of a human "Fall." Animal inclination to kill and eat other animals is built into their nature as animals and is part of the "goodness" of creation, yet holding them back from doing that is part of humanity's vocation. 20 That is, God creates something dynamic rather than static-a world that his image-bearers can "work with" as God's priestly coregents.
How does the question of animal death and animal suffering fit into Wright's discussion of evil? The late Colin Gunton affirmed, as Wright certainly does, that "it is necessary to conclude that evil . . . is not intrinsic to the creation, but some corruption of, or invasion into, that which is essentially good."
21 So then, is this food-chain state of affairs evil, or simply good but less-than-optimal-as with, say, our not having been created with incorruptible resurrection bodies? Perhaps Wright's reflections on salvation history elsewhere furnish some insight for us: "the Torah is given for a specific period of time, and is then set aside-not because it was a bad thing now happily abolished, but because it was a good thing whose purpose had now been accomplished."
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Could it be that as with the Torah, the levitical priesthood, and the sacrificial system, we have something similar going on with creation? 23 To rephrase, mutatis mutandis: "the first creation-which includes the food chain-is given for a specific period of time, and is then set aside in the new heavens and earth-not because it is a bad thing that will be happily abolished (or rather transformed) but because it is a good thing whose purpose will then have been accomplished." Scripture does assume a certain planned obsolescence built into the first creation, whose purposes will be accomplished as it gives way to the new heavens and new earth. Though "very good," it is not perfect, as can be said (again) regarding our being "fearfully and wonderfully made"-even though we do not yet have resurrection bodies.
Would this "very good"-though not perfect-creation include a food chain, a nature red in tooth and claw? Is human death-or is all death-the "ultimate blasphemy" and "the great intruder"? Is animal suffering a real problem of evil, or can it be categorized under a "very good," but not fully restored, creation? And if Wright acknowledges both animal death (suffering) prior to the appearance of humankind and that this state of affairs is truly evil, how does he seek to reconcile them? 
Swords and Plowshares
Wright's book commendably urges peacemaking, reconciliation, and restoration. He offers a number of wise and practical ideas in pursuing these Christian ideals. We should not merely warehouse prisoners in "universities of crime" (80) but constructively and redemptively involve them in contributing to the betterment of society even while imprisoned-an expression of "restorative justice" (124). Wright appropriately calls for bringing together offender and victim so that the evil might be named and acknowledged and that a way forward can be pursued-a course that has been taken, say, in post-apartheid South Africa.
I can appreciate Wright's not wanting to appear soft on crime or "soft in the head" by suggesting possible paths of redemptive reconciliation with criminals and wrongdoers wherever possible. (Think of the penitent insurrectionist crucified next to Jesus!) Wright respects the government's enforcement of just laws and the protection of its citizens. He affirms that human authorities are not a bad thing (121); indeed, they are needed because of humanity's failure to live up to their calling as God's image-bearers. So these authorities are to "keep evil in check" and to "prevent [chaos] from happening" at all levels (121). In Romans 13, Paul repudiates the way of personal vengeance for Christians, which is not to suggest that God is unconcerned about evil or that he wants society to collapse into chaos where bullies and power-brokers do what they want and get away with it, as Wright notes elsewhere. He acknowledges that even in countries where people hate the authorities and fear the police, when someone commits a murder or even a serious robbery everyone affected by it wants good authorities and good police who will find the culprit and administer justice. That is a basic, and correct, human instinct. 24 Wright adds that we do not want to live by the law of the jungle, but as human beings in an ordered, properly-functioning society: "some government is always necessary, in a world where evil flourishes when unchecked." cal scholar Richard Hays, 28 I think further clarity would be helpful regarding his views on the legitimacy of a Christian's involvement as a police officer or a soldier who uses force-perhaps lethally so-to protect (respectively) innocent civilians from harm by criminals within society or by ruthless aggressors from without. For example, I am confident that Wright would not follow Hays in affirming that a Christian's serving as a soldier (and by extension, a police officer) is morally equivalent to prostitution, 29 though I would be interested in Wright's elaboration on the topic.
While morally-sensitive Christians disagree here, I would inquire of Tom Wright whether it is morally permissible for the believer, submitted to the lordship of Jesus, to kill an attacker or rapist in self-defense to protect the innocent and vulnerable. Is it permissible, despite its seeming tragic necessity, for a Christian police officer to subdue criminals by killing as a last resort? If such is granted, it seems that, ceteris paribus, this can be extended to soldiers forcefully resisting-taking up arms against-invaders to protect their own country or another vulnerable nation from a brutal invasion. (This is, of course, a far cry from vengeful retaliation that tends to create its own vicious cycles of perpetual "honor killings" and tribalistic warfare.
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) Was an Allied invasion at Normandy (or some similar action) justified to stop an aggressive tyrant from oppressing whole countries and murdering millions of innocents-even if this means that millions more lives may be lost to help restore peace and stability to a large portion of the world? In a world of earthly empires, over which Christ is ultimately Lord, can force (as opposed to violence, which is not directed towards justice, reconciliation, and the restoration of peace) 31 be rightfully exerted by individual Christians pursu-"I do think that a military response may be appropriate in cases of intolerable aggression. I shifted from the pacifism of my childhood and early adulthood to the position I am taking now by extending the obligation to love my neighbor when that neighbor's life is threatened by a third party." He tells his interviewer, "I find that I'm not as far from just war theory as I thought 31. Is the slap on the right cheek better understood as an act of violence or as an insult (backhanded slap)? It seems the latter. In his comments on Matt. 5, Wright affirms that hitting back (not turning the other cheek) only "keeps the evil in circulation." Rather than receiving an
